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Abstract—Obesity has been a research area that has been of scholars’ interest since decades. Still obesity seems to be reported to be a rising global epidemic. Past research empirically assessed the role of genetic, economic and social environments interventions on obesity using research strategies like quantitative, simulation and social networks cross sectional and longitudinal analysis. This article critiques a review of current literature and describes how obesity is recently tackled from the point of view of adolescents’ social networks: specifically from journal articles’ various pronounced research gaps. Hence a model solution is proposed; viable for future empirical assessment for this study’s research in progress. Theoretical and practical implications to this model are also suggested in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Obesity is a severe global public health threat: a hot research topic. In the US over 15% of children are obese from low income families and in Australia 20 - 25% of children and more than half of Australian population are obese. Obesity cascades to other health concerns. Obese children face obesity at a young age and carry such an epidemic to adulthood. Later they suffer from cancer, stroke, type 2 diabetes, heart attack, etc. like diseases and psycho-social concerns. Obesity is also a global concern: tripled in 2005 and doubled since 1980 since and such that obesity arose in Europe since past decade. Obesity in adults is ≥ 60 is expected to rise 37% by 2010: making obesity a critical situation considering that such a situation increases HC cost, lowers productivity and quality of life as well as risks the rise in mortality [1]-[5].

Obesity has been assessed from various dimensions. Recent literature focused on the social and environmental determinants of obesity, i.e. on income inequality, Social Capital (SC), social cohesion and environmental quality focused on Socio-Economic Status (SES): declining SES give rise to obesity [6]. The rising use of technology caused sedentary behavior leading to lacking exercise and thus obesity even though technology improves health through eHealth and m-Health (smartphone are most popular technological devices with mobility and Web connectivity: services and information sharing among peers and experts on the Web [7], [8]. To curb the effect of obesity, research applied cross-sectional, multi-level interventions and social determinants: i.e. health factors (age or gender, ethnicity, etc.) to tackle obesity. Obesity research shifted to social platforms to investigate social interventions on obesity: through social cohesion (cultural settings influence health in a community), trust, SC (tackling obesity from network’s resources), collective efficacy (relations united and willing to do good) and social networks (relations influencing health outcomes) [1]. Interventions, like exercising and dieting, have short term effects since weight regains after few years. This suggests a simultaneous change in health behavior preventing obesity [9]. Those obese suffer from mental disorder, Social Anxiety Disorder (SAD): fear of how others perceive them in social settings. Obesity is measured using Body Mass Index (BMI) and SAD using social anxiety level [10].

Research assessed effect of food consumption of the rich and the poor on obesity, i.e. poor versus rich peoples’ eating behaviors. The poor consume more fast food than the rich as they are influenced by obesogenic environments that encourage food consumption and discouraging physical activated. Research speculates that area scarcity affects obesity [6]. Hence, these scholars assessed the area measure of SES and density of fast food restaurants per population head in Melbourne, Australia. 267 postal districts were studied by identifying fast food restaurants within given districts.

Reference [5] later assessed causes of food consumption, high fat foods like fast food restaurants, etc. and lack of physical activity, i.e. replaced by video games, television, etc. Ample adolescent research reported that social environments, in schools, family, peers, etc., influence behaviors manipulating obesity, such that, friends influence obesity risking behaviors. There is a need for friendship roles should be studied through ties,
beyond examining dyads. These scholars reported that social interactions are influential on peers, group norms and share resources and that peer weight status is influenced by social ties, e.g. smokers prefer befriending smokers.

In the next section related works describe the obesity research area to understand how researches tackled obesity through various research designs. Section 3 expressed the methodology of this article’s research in progress. Section 4 did a re-cap of the problem at hand; to propose an evidence-based rationalized conceptual model; viable for future quantitative assessment. Finally, Section 5 discusses the implication and limitations to the solution and the conclusion expressed the importance of the paper’s knowledge contribution.

II. RELATED WORKS

Obesity often leads to mortality. In US obesity consumes 17% of medical cost; predicted to increase to 51% by 2030 - with 1/3 population with type 2 diabetes by 2050. Obesity causes diabetes cardiovascular diseases, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease or strokes. Obesity can be prevented by sufficient sleep, physical activity, fat control and diet maintenance. Such interventions are advised under clinic and social settings but ineffective if participants drop out. These interventions are not proven successful as clinic provided interventions face low participation; where dropout rate is high for the community provided interventions.

A. Assessing Obesity by Social Networks

When speaking about social networks, obesity is affected through peer behavior: thus harmful for spreading bad influences like overeating or low physical activities where social networks are effective for individuals’ behaviors and health outcomes like obesity or depression influenced by network ties. Past research assessed positively influencing individuals’ behaviors, like quitting smoking. However, no study identified social ties patterns correlating between health traits across network ties [10], [11]. Reference [11] did so and their findings indicated a positive significance of BMI on all examined social networks. Reference [12] also reported that social network analysis helps realize the complex social and biological relations influencing learning, friendship and unhealthy or healthy behaviors. The obese are reserved and likely unfriendly; compared with those healthy; thus depressed and deteriorate their health conditions: especially in middle or high schools social circle of similar BMIs, where inflective beliefs and behaviors trickle from one to another in network ties.

Reference [12] suggested that many interventions, even though knowledge contributions, to tackle obesity are mainly ineffective since there still is a demand for novel approaches to treat childhood obesity [13]. This is where reference [13] examined the social influences among adolescent using social learning theory, i.e. friendship networks where peers observed and imitated another one’s behavior. Validation of proposed model based 100 simulations concluded that peer influence is a buffer to obesity where friendship ties aid diet as long as group norms practice good health behaviors. Still, simulations of reference [13] failed to provide practically implacable solutions tackling obesity; leaving room for technological interventions to study how to control obesity as analytical research struggles to investigate the complex longitudinal interplay between social, environments, behavioral and biological factors [14].

B. Assessing Obesity by Technology & Quality of Life

Technologies could be self-monitored, consoler moderated, group supported, individual customized or a structured program since research should assess computer and mobile technologies cased just on weight change: intervention to obesity. A systematic literature review of reference [8] indicated that technology based interventions are web based weight management tools, social network platforms, smartphone apps, personal digital assistants, phone calls and messaging, emails or video games. Also, quality of life is reflected through weight loss. Unfortunately just 2 studies assessed quality of life, an incentive to weight control. This is why technology can practically intervene to improve quality of life. Recent obesity research focused on the social and environmental determinants of obesity.

Reference [15] reported that smartphone apps are technologies that should adhere to 13 evidence based indicators or standards: (1) weight assessment - BMI, (2 and 3) daily scored and tracking of fruits and vegetables intake, (4) scored daily/weekly physical activities, (5) daily water consumption tracker, (5 and 6) daily logging of food dairy and calorie balance- calculate food; consumed vs. used-up calories balance for recommended weight control, (7) recommendation system for weight control/maintenance goals, (8) portion controlling – recommending food portions, (9) nutrition labels interpreter / reader, (10) weight tracker – with over time mean calculated, (11) daily logging of physical activity diary, (12) recommended diet menu planner and (13) social support seeker -- through emails, forums, etc. To narrow the research gap: minute research has understood the efficacy of smart phone apps; of the 204 investigated app in 2009 on iTunes; none of the apps followed all 13 recommend evidence based practices and all these apps fell in 3 categories: assessed weight using BMI, tracked weight accompanied with journals or apps provided diet advices. Very few apps provided means for social support from friends, family or professional advising. In conclusion it was also reported that research needs to catch up on smartphone apps and more research is needed on promoting research led smartphone apps to tackle obesity.

Usability of smartphone apps is a very important factor for the success of smartphone apps, which is based on the users’ ability to understand the app, learn the app, operate the app and be appealed by the m-Health app. Of these usability factors past research indicated that users should be able to easily understand and operate an app in order to enjoy using it: simpler apps catered for
older adults and novice users by incorporating, variance in text sizes, tutorials and training sessions. If app is attractive then the user will be appealed to it and continue using the app [7].

C. Assessing Obesity by Diet Quality

When it comes to understanding the effect of food intake on obesity control, Reference [3] assessed obesity risks of obese adults since few American studies assessed factors touching adult overweight. So reference [3] assessed associating behavioral factors, i.e. vegetable, fruit consumption, alcohol consumption and inactivity and smoking, i.e. quitting smoking causes a rise in BMI. Empirical findings from their interviewed survey on 12,610 adults, BMI and health risk behavior factors recordings; indicated that obese men were former smokers and drinkers who were less active than those healthier. Females were 55 were less likely of be obese if they consumed alcohol versus non-alcohol consuming females.

Healthy men consumed more fruits and vegetables and engaged in more physical activities than those obese. More healthy women were smokers while more obese women were non-drinkers. Like healthy men, healthy women consumed 3 to 4 servings of fruits and vegetables daily and performed physical activities compared with the obese. Also, a former smoker was a cause for men but not for women to get obese. Furthermore, reference [6] assessed the social determinants (i.e. SES) and environmental determinants (i.e. density of fast food restaurants in a district) of obesity. Their findings suggested poor are more exposed to energy-dense foods as the poor have 2.5 times more exposure to fast food restaurants than the rich. This does not mean energy density foods in a particular area cause obesity.

Scarce research assessed diet quality on weight change. Past studies applied weight loss tools based on foods and nutrition or those based on diet guides, etc.: defeating weight loss as successful tools need to correctly represent diet change. Such was based on Food Choices Score (FCS)’s, a “clinical research tool” designed for assessing diets through 17 food categories linked with their health outcomes upon consumption and process of preparation. This was made possible by designing FCS based on scoring food categories by aligning their associating energy, nutrition and set targets for food categories. This tool promotes higher diet quality by not consuming high energy intakes but instead specific foods that are based on lower energy intakes leading to weight loss. Validity and reliability tests on FCS, tested on 189 overweight and obese participants, indicated that better food quality advised by FCS led to weight loss [16].

Also, to wonder about the association between social network ties and food intake, reference [6] indicated that food intake has nothing to do with attracting friends with similar food consumption patterns. Students tended to befriend similar individuals to their own race, gender and those who have similar amounts of pocket money to spend on food. Through statistical models evaluating networks, cognition and food intake; it was empirically realized that friends’ food intake does not predict changes in adolescents beliefs on such food intake. There was no association between adolescents’ belief of versus actual food intake.

D. Measures of Obesity on Quality of Life

While BMI is a popular measure of obesity, i.e. an indicator mentioned in various studies, Obesity is measured using BMI that be ≥ 30 for an obese. BMI is a poor measure. It does not differentiate fat from muscle, bones and other lean body mass, such that, BMI overestimates fatness in muscular beings. E.g. African Americans’ BMI portrays them obese when they actually are otherwise. There are three other alternative measures; (1) Total Body Fat (TBF), (2) Waist Circumference and (3) Waist to Hip Ratio that are more accurate than BMI. However research has yet to investigate to what extent these 3 measures more accurate than BMI. There is a call for future research to enrich better understanding of alternative measures to BMI [17].

As reference [17] explained, if fat were the only determinant of diseases, like type 2 diabetes, then TBF would be most efficient since location of fat matters more than amount of fat. E.g. fat in the abdomen causes morbidity, Hence Waist to Hip Ratio is the best predictor of a risk to heart attacks. Still, past research did not recommend Waist to Hip Ratio as an effective predictor to heart attacks. BMI is less accurate: compared with TBF since far less people are classified obese when measured by BMI but not when measuring by TBF: especially females. Males hold muscle more than females [2]. Reference [17] empirically indicated that BMI hinders the aim to tackle obesity: hence needing more accurate fatness measures; TBF is more accurate.

According to Reference [18] current research understood quality of life via (1) SCT, i.e. resources shared in social networks like communities, like more social clubs in a community and (2) collective efficacy, i.e. norms and networks enabling collective actions through social control and collective cohesion of community members looking out for one another. Obesity depends on individual level and community level characteristics such influenced directly (diet and exercise) and indirectly (social control and influence). Individuals in low communal efficacy suffer from obesity since they are alone tackling obesity problems, effected by high BMI levels. High collective efficacy neighborhoods tend to have exercising halls, better quality low calorie food serving restaurants and safer compared to low collective efficacy neighborhoods.

Reference [18] aimed and measuring neighborhood collective efficacy levels with their associated BMI in youth, i.e. adolescents since they are reliant on their social environments considering that they are not rooted in their years of hard-to-change habits. Empirical results indicated that adolescents from high collective efficacy neighborhoods showed BMI 1 unit less than adolescents from low collective efficacy neighborhoods, who hence were 52% more likely to at risk of suffering from obesity. Hence, there is a significant relationship between
collective efficacy and BMI as well as group level factors of individuals are associated with the net energy intake of neighborhood adolescents.

III. METHODOLOGY

This article is based on a literature review of selected relevant and current journal paper aided in the understanding of the obesity research area. After achieving a general awareness of the obesity, a specific research target was set to appreciate the influence of various interventions to tackle obesity: especially in the case of adolescents. At this stage, the research focus was realized to draw out most appropriate solution from a holistic point of view. This is a research in progress, which has initiated with a general understanding of obesity. It is anticipated to empirically test the proposed model (depicted in Fig. 1) in this article.

![Figure 1. Concept model: proposed solution](image)

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Ample social science outcomes are affected by health, i.e. obesity causes heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, etc.: thus important research area. Since reference [13] called out for a investigating the role of technological interventions on quality of life; as depicted in Fig. 1’s proposed model; diet quality improves quality of life, which in turn is a facilitator to obesity control. This is possible provided there is a positive influence from SC’s network ties. This is the peer advising of appropriate dietary quality via eHealth and m-Health platforms based on smartphone apps. Such technologies are best adapted if they follow 13 evidence based principles reflective of earlier-mentioned FCS. Such a model is viable for empirically assessed. Technology can be used by individuals to get advises on diet and strategies to promote luring away from environment that promote obesity [3].

This model portrays a holistic approach as recommended by reference [9] who stated that the public health programs should intervene at the social ecological level, not from the individual but community and organizational level, aimed at effectively reducing the risk of an individual’s obesity. There is lacking support from social networks, compared with individual support. So, even though previous research assessed the role of SC and social networks on obesity, there is no translation of how such phenomenon is described through social interventions. Also, future research needs to understand how collective efficacy is produced and what interventions could increase collective efficacy and future research should look into how technologies can be future interventions to control weight by facilitating virtual interactions to harness the positive effects of collective efficacy to fight obesity at a community level [18]. This is why this model is a valuable contribution by this article.

V. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Obesity is the most important concern in the US for its negative health outcomes, mortality, morbidity, high HC costs – 75 billion USD: a global problem in most industrial countries. Still causes and feasible solutions are vague in research. This not a genetic cause as there have been no genetic mutations discovered in the last 2 decades [18]. Even though adolescents have access to health diets influenced by parents; they indulge in junk foods, Low Nutrient Energy Dense (LNED) foods: influenced by friends. In US and Australia there is an increase in LNED foods consumption since decades: causing long and short term health concerns e.g. increased BMI [19].

Obesity research empirically tackled obesity through various dimensions critiques through key journal articles in this paper. While this article is restricted to only citing key journal articles, which helped the authors portray a general landscape of how obesity is considered an epidemic: agenda for serious research using varying types of interventions (technology based, social studies base, environmental based, etc.) and research designs (simulations, quantitative methodology like regression, social network analysis, etc.) described earlier in this paper. While social networking and social networking analysis seem to dominate the obesity research arena, as observed by the authors of this study, it is now evident why technology interventions continue as promising intervention in tackling obesity, especially from the perspective of eHealth.

This is especially since web based technologies were reported facilitators in controlling weight even though not much research has been done to understand the role of technology interventions on quality of life [8]. This is the rationale why this study proposed a facilitating and a controlling role of quality of life between social capital theory and controlling obesity: i.e. by reducing and controlling weight. This is a research in progress. It proposed a solution framework depicted in Fig. 1, which is suitable for future qualitative assessment in a broad range of case settings. While this model is a theoretical contribution, future research should also focus on evaluating current eHealth technology interventions to assess how such technologies utilize all of obesity measures to control obesity.

Reference [6] suggested that future research can assess if fast food restaurants are abundant in low income districts due to a local demand of that district or is it the
appearance of such a fast food restaurant that drives the demand. Another research question can be if it is the poor to tend to visit these fast food restaurants since it is the low income areas that are more at risk of causing obesity. Reference [8] call for future research, i.e. focus on the role of technological interventions on quality of life as not enough research has been conducted in this area even though technological intervention lead to greater adherence to a program. This is imperative since there was no significant reported on the relationship between weight loss and devotion to a program while there was a significant relationship between technological interventions and devotion to a program and when so there was a higher reported loss in weight.

From the perspective of the quality of food intake as a determinant of obesity. It is the authors’ view that while BMI is considered as a measure for obesity and popular on the m-Health platform, as cited earlier in this article, other mentioned alternative measures can also be utilized by introducing relevant hardware’s enabled by user friendly smartphone connective via the World Wide Web. This way the 13 evidence based indicators could be 14 when future apps could also be evaluated on other means of measuring obesity.
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